Spintronics Research
Magnetic Tunnel Junction (MTJ)

STT and SOT

CRAM

Probabilistic Computing

● As electrons move, they
transfer their spin to
other electrons they
interact with
● Phenomenon is known
as spin-transfer torque
(STT)
● When the electron’s orbit
within the atom is
involved as well, the
process is called
spin-orbit torque (SOT)

● TMR modulates
amount of current
through MTJ and
makes the magnetic
energy profile
state/magnetization
dependent.
Therefore, there is
no stable state and
switching occurs
continuously

● Resistance value of the material stack changes depending on
the magnetic orientation of the top and bottom layers relative
to one another
● Orientation can be manipulated by applying an external
magnetic field
● Forms the basis of all spintronic technology

Voltage-Controlled Effects

Future Applications

Topological Insulators (TI)

●
●
●
●

https://aip-scitation-org.ezp1.lib.umn.edu/doi/pdf/10.1063/1.4990994

● Unique class of materials
that are insulating in the
bulk and conducting on
the surface
● Can bring devices to the
limit of energy efficiency

New materials for memory and computing continue to emerge
Much faster and more efficient than current technology
Also opens up possibilities for new applications
Interest in this area has increased greatly in the last decade
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● An applied voltage can also assist in switching magnetization, or can switch it entirely on its own, without the need for an external
magnetic field
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Bio Research
Implantable Micromagnetic Neurostimulation

Introduction to GMR Sensor

Handheld GMR Biosensor Platform

Spin-orbit Torque Neurostimulator (SOTNS)
● Schematic View of SOTNS

● Induced Electric Field from Neurostimulation
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● Detection of H3N2 virus

Skyrmion-based Neurostimulator (SkyNS)
● Schematic View of SkyNS

● Induced Electric Field from Neurostimulation

• GMR effect exists in alternating
ferromagnetic and nonmagnetic metal
layers. The resistance is different for
parallel and antiparallel states due to
spin-dependent scattering.

• An external field is employed to change the
magnetization direction of the free layer.
• The resistance of the sensor will increase with the
angle between the magnetization direction of free
layer and pinned layer.

• A sandwich structure including
capture antibody, antigen and
detection antibody is
functionalized on sensor surface.
• The sensor signal is proportional
to the concentration of target
antigens.

• Can test two different
concentrations on one chip
• Compatible with many
devices, such as
cellphones, tablets,
laptops, and desktop
computers
• Higher sensitivity than
ELISA
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